
LYRICS

MY BLOODY VALENTINE

Down deep in the mine
In the dark
Madness takes control

Hope starts fading fast
Trapped like rats
No one comes for us

Murder to survive
Eat their flesh
Now a cannibal

Bodies lie broken
Torn to shreds
Beneath the surface

Make them pay for what they’ve done to us
And my rage will know no bounds
Make them pay for what they’ve done to us
And my rage will know no bounds

Cut out beating hearts
Place them in a box of chocolate
Eyes stare forward but see nothing

Cut out beating hearts
Days down in the mine
Make a man lose track of time

Slaughtered in their own homes
All those responsible



Cut down without mercy
In front of family

Pick axe firmly in hand
Blood lust only grows

Retribution is now here
You will feel my wrath
You will feel my wrath

Lurking in the darkness
Searching for the time to kill

Stalking through the cold night
Waiting

Stalking unexpecting victims
With a hard on to kill kill kill (x2)

Mercy with-held
Your skull is crushed by my boots

Lungs fill with blood
Larynx is torn from your neck

Eviscerated
Gagged slowly with intestines

Scalp is peeled back
Beating heart ripped from your chest

Down deep in the mine



In the dark
Madness takes control

Hope starts fading fast
Trapped like rats
No one comes for us

Murder to survive
Eat their flesh
Now a cannibal

Bodies lie broken
Torn to shreds
Beneath the surface

Make them pay for what they’ve done to us
And my rage will know no bounds
Make them pay for what they’ve done to us
And my rage will know no bounds

Leprechaun
VERSE:
Short, green, and fucking mean
Sharp claws and jagged teeth like you’ve never seen
Thirst for blood and lust for gold - hunger will not cease
Forget about the Lucky Charms - there is no chance for peace

B: (Mid-black metal style)
Gold becoming stained with red
soon you’ll be among the dead

VERSE:
There’s no rest for the wicked
Reclaim the gold is my quest and I’m fully committed
The pipes are calling Danny boy - it’s time to die
Chopped up and baked off in my shepherd’s pie

PRE-CHORUS: (Staccato)
Let me cast no doubt



Your luck has run out

CHORUS:
Hailing From the Emerald Isle
He hides his malice with a smile
Playful ’til the bloody end
The Leprechaun will always win

BRIDGE:
Try to run, but you can’t
The Leprechaun is far too fast
Try to hide, but it fails
Too much Jameson (x2)

B3:
North Dakota bloodbath
North Dakota feel my wrath

CHORUS:

Hailing From the Emerald Isle
He hides his malice with a smile
Playful ’til the bloody end
The Leprechaun will always win

In the Mouth of Madness

Arcane knowledge
Deep within the book

Foretold horrors
It’s deadly to look

Madness on the page
Brought into the world

Reality twists apart
As darkness now unfurls



In the mouth of madness
Do you read Sutter Cain?

Verse:
Can’t tell what is real
Fact and fiction are one

Doorways opened
The reign of terror: begun

Spawned from the void
Monstrous creatures stalk the night

Death is coming
Unable to hide or fight

Hobb’s End Massacre
Chaos floods the streets

Violence and terror
Destruction we will meet

Deliver the book
Old Ones Claim The Earth

New age of horror
The world is now rebirthed

The Dead Zone

Verse:
Powers to see beyond
Visions of past, and future, at once



No secret can hide
Skin to skin reveals deceit and lies

Intro Again:
My powers show the truth
Chaos will now ensue

Verse:
Atrocities yet to come
Foretold horrors the world will succumb
Everything up in flames
Mankind’s end slowly takes shape

A:
I must change the course of history
I must save the world from fire

X2

The ice is gonna break

X4

JASON LIVES
Slowly creeping to the cemetery
To the world this looks like insanity

I have to prove he’s dead

Skies turn black as the storm begins
Dig up the grave - the first of many sins

I have to prove he’s dead
On unholy ground I tread

Here - Crystal Lake



Here - Jason Lives

As the casket opens
I can smell the rot
Visions of that cold night
Haunt me once again

Here - Crystal Lake
Here - Jason Lives

Impaled! Stabbed through the chest
Struck by lighting - Jason Resurrects

Standing in front of me, a hulking undead mass
Hideous and angry, he reaches for his mask

God, forgive me, for what I have done
His sickening rampage has only just begun
Risen from the grave to take his revenge
The blade of his machete is our end

As the casket opens
I can smell the rot
Visions of that cold night
Haunt me once again

Now, brought back from the grave, Jason Lives Again
Tonight terror has a face - Jason Lives Again
Now, brought back from the grave, Jason Lives Again
Tonight terror has a face - Jason Lives Again

As the casket opens
I can smell the rot



Visions of that cold night
Haunt me once again

Pour the gas, it’s our only hope
But the rain puts out both flame and smoke

Risen from the grave, unholy revenant
Bloodthirsty and malevolent

JASON LIVES


